Real-world dispute resolution should be guided by laws, even if such disputes may be resolved by bodies other than the court of laws. Hence in order to build contract dispute resolution systems we need a tool capable of representing, reasoning and programming with contract laws. In this paper we present such a tool called MoDiSo (MOdular Argumentation for DIspute ReSOlution a ) which combines the strengths of state-of-the-art argumentation-based techniques for different aspects of law, to propose: first, a modular architecture for contract dispute resolution systems with an edit-compile-dispute loop facilitating incremental system developments; and second, a methodology to represent and reason with legal doctrines in contract laws in the formal language of assumption-based argumentation. We demonstrate the tool with several legal doctrines for performance relief in common law of contracts. As a by-product, we obtain a dispute resolution system capable of explaining legal outcomes by automatically generating relevant arguments.
Motivation, Background, and System Introduction
Contracts are often specified only partially. A contract dispute arises when contract parties have conflicting interpretations of their contract on their legal rights and obligations. Since commerce is not possible if contract parties can arbitrarily adopt their preferred interpretations, contract dispute resolution is indispensable in any commercial world.
Real-world contract dispute resolution should be guided by contract laws, even if such disputes may be resolved by bodies other than the court of laws. Hence in order to build support systems for contract dispute resolution, we need a tool capable of representing, reasoning and programming with contract laws. Such a tool would The court prefers accepting legal doctrines that have been well established in stable legal sources to restating the law for new doctrines. This preference holds even more strongly in civil-law judiciary systems where the court only follows predetermined legal rules. This suggests that a promising approach to build contract dispute resolution systems is to model well-established legal doctrines. Though less ambitious than approaches that also attempt to extract legal doctrines from decided cases, our approach seems easier to accomplish and run lower risk of making hypothetically legal arguments. In our related papers, 18, 19 we have showed that the approach can be formally modelled by a two-level modular argumentation process: at object level factors of the case are established from argumentation modules representing the concerned dispute context while at meta-level argumentation modules representing legal doctrines and principles combine these factors to derive arguments for/against legal outcomes. In this paper, we present an accompanied tool of the above formalism called MoDiSo, providing a programming environment to build support systems for contract dispute resolution, for example, systems supporting consumers to structure their complaints, supporting business organizations to construct arguments to address consumers's complaints, or supporting disputants to prepare arguments to be presented before the court. Note that MoDiSo is not geared towards systems that attempt to substitute a judge or lawyer in deciding which contract party wins the dispute presented before the court. From this perspective, MoDiSo would be of great interest to stakeholders of Online Alternative Dispute Resolution.
Combining the strengths of state-of-the-art argumentation techniques for different aspects of law, MoDiSo also makes two practical contributions: first, a modular architecture for contract dispute resolution systems with an edit-compile-dispute loop facilitating incremental system developments; and second, a methodology to represent and reason with legal doctrines in contract law (e.g. Restatements First and Second) in the formal language of assumption-based argumentation. For space limitation in this paper we demonstrate MoDiSo mainly with two doctrines: the first is the doctrine of absolute contracts which insists on the literal execution of contractual obligations regardless of what happens after the contract making; and the second is the doctrine of impossibility which says that contractual obligations may be discharged by supervening events where these have brought about a change of circumstances so significant as to destroy a basic assumption which the parties had made when they entered into the contract. 29 As a by-product of the demonstration, we obtain an executable and scalable dispute resolution system capable of explaining legal outcomes in contract disputes concerning performance relief. The system automatically generates relevant arguments by simulating the exchanges of arguments between contract parties by building and exploring a dialectical structure of the plaintiff's initial argument for a claim, and defendant's counter-arguments attacking this argument, and the plaintiff's arguments attacking all the defendant's arguments, and so on.
To our best knowledge, there has not been much work done on contract dispute resolution. Exceptions are the formalism of Refs. 53 and 54 using meta-level rules in first order logic to deduce contractual obligations and the rule-based system of Ref. 24 supporting decision makers, both in the offer-and-acceptance area of contract. In general these formalisms do not model possible outcomes of a contract dispute. We hence believe that MoDiSo is the first of its kind.
In AI much work has been done to study computational models for many aspects of law. One of the earliest legal reasoning systems is the rule-based system of Sergot et al. 49 determining whether an applicant is eligible for British citizenship based on logic rules encoding the British Nationality Act. Though representing a major application of logic programming as a tool for constructing legal expert systems, the proposal was criticised as jurisprudentially not convincing, 32 partly because it does not consider the case-by-case basis of the common law. Case-based reasoning involves more than deducing the consequences from a precisely stated set of facts and legal rules. 43 McCarty 33 recognised that the main task for a disputant in a "hard case" is to construct a theory of the disputed rules that produces the desired legal result, and then to persuade the judge that this theory is preferable to any theories offered by an opponent. More concretely, Berman and Hafner 10 pointed out that disputants build arguments for or against legal theories from factors of decided cases, and justify them by appealing to the values their acceptance would advance. Prakken 35 illustrated a method for expressing such values in the system of Prakken and Sartor. 40 Sartor 48 modelled reasoning with cases as dialectical theory construction via a set of operators directed by teleology. Jaap Hage 30 developed a reason-based logic to resolve disputes about the applicability of legal rules to a case. More recent research in case-based reasoning utilises abstract argumentation 14 as a common platform for a number of reasoning tasks. The first in this line of work is Prakken and Sartor's logic 38 instantiating abstract argumentation for reasoning with conflicting rules. In order to model how a judge decides on competitive theories taking into account the preference over their advanced social values, abstract argumentation is extended into value-based abstract argumentation. 5, [7] [8] [9] The preference over the coherence of theories 9, 31 have been also studied. In evidential reasoning, 6 Bex et al. 11 argues for the relevance of argumentation schemes, and the combination of argumentation schemes with the scenario-based approach.
12 Attention has been made to analyse how a judge considers a case factor as relevant 45 In these systems, to facilitate the generation of legal theories, a case is summarised by a set of factors, which are at an abstract, propositional level of granularity. The establishment of these factors seems to be assumed to have been done elsewhere. Further, none of these systems deal with contract dispute resolution. Our work could be seen as an attempt to combine the features of Refs. 3-5, 7, 9, 24, 41 and 42 to offer a programming environment and tools for contract dispute resolution. Instead of using abstract argumentation, we use assumption-based argumentation to represent legal doctrines and cases at a concrete, inference-rule level of granularity, allowing the argumentation about factors and the argumentation about legal outcomes to interleave finely. This allows case analysis at multiple levels of detail. For example, one may check whether a new evidential item can change the acceptability of another evidential item, then change the acceptability of a factor, and finally reverse a legal outcome. However, forcing case formulation in the assumption-based argumentation's language with inference rules has a drawback that MoDiSo cannot be used yet when such inference rules are to be established (e.g. at legal proceedings). In principle, instead of assumption-based argumentation we can use any concrete instance 23, 25, 28, 37, 39, 52 of abstraction argumentation, as long as the instance provides a modularity feature together with relevant argumentation semantics 14 such as the credulous semantics and the sceptical preferred semantics.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a modular architecture for legal doctrines-based contract dispute resolution systems with an edit-compiledispute loop facilitating incremental system developments. Section 3 elaborates on features and properties of MoDiSo along the line of a methodology to represent and reason with legal doctrines. We discuss future work and conclude in Section 4.
A Modular Architecture for Contract Dispute Resolution Systems
Theoretically courts could resolve any disputed issue that contract parties bring up. However a certain court, by its functions and roles in its judiciary system, often restricts what can be disputed. Generally in lower courts (e.g. trial courts) dispute parties cannot challenge legal doctrines and principles that are already established in widely accepted legal texts (e.g. Restatements or codifying Acts). Instead, they can present arguments establishing the factors of their case from the dispute context, cite well-established legal doctrines and principles to combine those factors to support their favoured legal outcomes. This insight suggests that a promising approach to build contract dispute resolution systems is to model well-established legal doctrines. A contract dispute resolution system for a specific contract area needs to reason with legal doctrines and principles specific to the area, which often extend, supplement but do not contrast with more general ones that govern a wider contract area. Governing the whole common law of contracts is the golden principle that the court resolves a contract dispute by enforcing a contract interpretation, called complete intended contract, that reasonably represents the mutual intention of contract parties at the time they signed the contract. Legal doctrines can be seen as instances of this golden principle, providing concrete ways to ascertain the complete intended contract. Because an actual contract is often viewed as representing the clearest mutual intention of contract parties, legal doctrines do not rewrite ex- plicit contractual terms, instead supplement implied terms representing the shared, but unexpressed intention of contract parties. For example, legal doctrines for performance relief supplement implied risk allocation terms. Parties bearing the risk of an event by explicit or implied terms in the complete intended contract do not have the right to rescind when the risk materialises.
c For illustration consider a hypothetical dispute the fishing company and the GIS company in Example 1.1:
• Fishing company (Plaintiff): On the ground of the doctrine of contract breach, your failure to render the service constitutes a contract breach which entitles me to claim for damages.
• GIS company (Defendant): It is impossible for me to render the service because Landsat 7 functioned improperly. On the ground of the doctrine of impossibility, I have the right to rescind the contract. • Fishing company: Being an expert in Remote Sensing, you should know that Landsat 7 could function improperly any time. Hence you should have improved your mapping algorithms so that without proper Landsat 7 images you could still render your service satisfactorily. The failure to do so allocates the risk to you. Thus you do not have the right to rescind on the ground of the doctrine of impossibility.
Here, if the GIS company does not counter-argue, the court will conclude that the GIS company bears the risk of the event that Landsat 7 functioned improperly. This is an implied risk allocation term, which is not written in the actual contract by the parties, but is added to it to obtain the complete intended contract, which the court relies on to decide that the fishing company wins the dispute.
However, unlike other attempts to case-based reasoning, we do not target at systems giving an automatic verdict, or creating the illusion of a judge tasked to decide which contract party wins the dispute presented before the court. Instead, we target at systems supporting users in thinking about and analysing their cases. These systems support, for example, consumers in legally structuring their complaints, business organizations in constructing arguments to address consumers's complaints, lawyers in finding legal arguments favouring their clients, or general disputants in preparing their arguments to be presented before the court. To capture the above insights into dispute resolution with legal doctrines, we propose in Fig. 1 a modular architecture for legal doctrine-based dispute resolution systems using argumentation techniques. In this architecture, a system is specified by a set of argumentation modules representing the doctrines and principles it covers. Such a system runs as long as its specification is loaded into a common runtime engine/environment, c Readers are referred to our related papers 18, 19 for the formalisation of the notions complete intended contract and risk allocation. Roughly: complete intended contract = actual contract + implied terms; a risk allocation term is a rule ε → P representing that if event ε occurs after the contract making, then the risk of the occurrence is allocated to party P . the core of the architecture. A running system is ready to try a case as long as argumentation modules representing the case's dispute context are loaded into the system. The common runtime engine in turn runs on a multi-semantic argumentation engine. The former invokes the latter to construct and evaluate arguments about the legal outcomes as well as about factors of the case upon the user's requests. Theoretically the main requirement for a common runtime engine in this architecture is that it has to provide necessary features and properties to represent and reason with legal doctrines and dispute contexts. The next section is devoted to demonstrating, via examples, d that MoDiSo satisfies the requirement. To facilitate system developments, the architecture includes a development environment consisting of a dispute simulator, a set of GUIs and persistent knowledge stores. The dispute simulator simulates the exchanges of arguments between two fictitious disputants about a given claim, then having the GUIs to render those arguments graphically, and also texturally in several pre-determined templates. The GUIs also provide interfaces to facilitate the formulation of dispute contexts. The development environment and the common runtime engine forms an edit-compile-dispute loop, allowing the user to build and test his system incrementally.
MoDiSo: Features and Properties
In this section we elaborate on fundamental features and properties of MoDiSo and demonstrate how MoDiSo could be used as a common runtime environment for contract dispute resolution systems with the architecture in Fig. 1 . The section also sheds light on a methodology to represent and reason with legal doctrines, principles, and rules of contract laws.
Inference rules
Let us start with a simple example of contract dispute resolution. Consider the doctrine of absolute contracts established in a famous court case Paradine v Jane, 1646 29 in which the Defendant Jane was unable to occupy land leased to him by the Plaintiff Paradine because the territory was under military occupation for a considerable time, however still had to pay the rent, as the court held that: ". . . when the party of his own contract creates a duty or charge upon himself, he is bound to make it good, if he may, notwithstanding any accident by inevitable necessity, because he might have provided against it by his contract".
For contracts for sale of goods or supply of services for a consideration represented by the contract price, the doctrine could be stated as follows.
• Premise 1: CO (contractor) and CE (contractee) are parties to contract Γ.
• Premise 2: Γ states that CO promised to perform a transaction τ (i.e. to deliver the goods or to render the services) and CE promised to pay a contract price π.
• Conclusion: CO is obliged to perform transaction τ and CE is obliged to pay price π.
Hence, using self-describing sentences, the doctrine could be captured by two inference rules:
These rules are case-independent thus stand for the set of their instances. Specific facts of the contract between Paradine and Jane can be represented by the following additional inference rules, which together with the above two rules establish claims perf orm(paradine, lease), pay(jane, π 0 ).
e In these two rules and subsequent rules, we assume a fix, but arbitrary contract dispute, and hence can omit variable Γ in several predicates (e.g. perf orm(CO, τ ), pay(CE, π)). An obvious restoration of Γ is needed in order to deal with several contracts at the same time. 
Assumptions as a mechanism for distributing burden of proofs
The above inference rules are strict because they always draw the claims (or conclusions) stated at their heads whenever the factors stated at their bodies hold. They succinctly represent the undisputed account of the facts of the case and the absolute nature of the doctrine of absolute contracts, however, fail to represent disputed factors, defeasible legal principles, and doctrines with exceptions. To solve this problem, assumptions can be inserted into the premises of those strict inference rules. With assumption premises, resulted inference rules only draw their conclusions from their non-assumption premises when there is no evidence to the contrary of all the inserted assumption premises. To see the appropriateness of inference rules with assumptions, consider the doctrine of contract breach, which can be read as "when a party of a contract creates a duty or charge upon himself, he is bound to make it good unless there are exceptions for him to rescind the contract ". The following inference rules are obtained from the strict inference rules representing the doctrine of absolute contracts:
The inserted assumption ¬rescind(CX, Γ) means that "the strict rules should not be applied", or "party CX ∈ {CO, CE} does not have the right to rescind" if the contrary rescind(CX, Γ) (representing the right of party CX to rescind) can not be shown. Note that the doctrine of contract breach does not purport to explain why the courts abandon the doctrine of absolute contract as it simply asserts that the courts do so. Thus the doctrine justifies the assumption ¬rescind(CX, Γ) to model the placement of burden of proving rescind(CX, Γ) on party CX who asks for rescission. However the doctrine does not give any rules on how party CX could prove rescind(CX, Γ). Such rules are specified by other doctrines, one of the most important of which is the doctrine of impossibility introduced in a famous court case Taylor v Caldwell.
(Taylor v Caldwell, 1863 20, 29 ) Taylor (Contractee) hired Caldwell's hall for the purpose of given four grand concerts. Taylor were to pay £100 in the evening of each concert. After signing the contract but before the first concert a fire destroyed the hall. Taylor claimed damages (£58) in respect of the expenses which Taylor had incurred in advertising and preparing for the concerts. The court dismissed the claim, for the reason that Caldwell has the right to rescind the contract, on grounds that the fire, an unexpected event for both parties, destroyed the hall the non-existence of which renders the transaction of contract (i.e. to give the hall) impossible.
Here the court views that a contract may or may not impose an absolute obligation on a contract party. Thus the court would not regard an obligation as absolute if the parties themselves did not intend it to be absolute. 29 Because Caldwell's promise to give the hall is conditional on the existence of the hall (the subject-matter of the contract) when the time of performance comes, he is not obligated to perform when the hall is destroyed unless he is in fault. "Of course, if he is in fault because his deliberate act has done away with the subject matter of the contract, and perhaps, if he has been negligent, he cannot recover. But prima facie he escapes. To make him liable, his fault must be proved by the party which alleges that it destroys his excuse."
g This is a general rule of English common law, which appears to be based on the principle that the burden of proof is, in general, on the party who alleges either that a contract has been broken, or that the other party has lost the benefit of an "exception"
29 (e.g. a defence for non-performance because of impossibility). The common law generally proceeds by distilling from a particular case the legal principle on which it is decided, and that legal principle is then generally applied to similar dispute contexts. Demonstratively, the grounds on which the court granted Caldwell the right to rescind was later generalised to become the doctrine of impossibility. The Restatement Second of contracts states:
"Where, after a contract is made, a party's performance is made impossible without his fault by the occurrence of an event the non-occurrence of which is a basic assumption on which the contract was made, his duty to render that performance is discharged, unless the language or the circumstances indicate the contrary".
Like many other legal principles for dispute resolution, the doctrine of impossibility is of a dialectical nature as it provides arguments for both dispute parties. Namely a party arguing for rescission on grounds of impossibility needs to show:
(1) that an unexpected event occurred after the contract making, and (2) that the non-occurrence of the event was a basic assumption on which the contract was made.
And a party arguing against rescission on grounds of risk allocation needs to show:
(3) that the event is the fault of the party asking for rescission, or (4) that the party asking for rescission bears the risk of that occurrence of the event either under the language of the contract or the surrounding circumstances.
Certainly this interpretation of the doctrine considers that the purpose of the words "without his fault" is to limit the cases in which the doctrine should not be applied, but not to impose on the party seeking to be excused the necessity of proving he is not in fault. This interpretation is consistent with the above general rule of English common law that the burden of proof of fault is on the other party. However, this rule is not applicable in a special group of cases: a person to whom goods have been bailed, and who relies on their destruction as a ground of discharge, must show that the destruction was not due to any breach of his duty as a bailee.
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Thus it is not surprising that in some countries the burden of proof on the issue of fault is on the party who relies on the unexpected event as a ground of discharge. This shows that interpreting legal doctrines is a complex task which is subject to case-based reasoning as well.
But at the end of a case when all evidence has been presented, is the legal outcome affected by where the burden of proof on the issue of fault lies? In Joseph Constantine SS Ltd v Imperial Smelting Co Ltd (1942) 47 where a ship was prevented by an explosion from performing the services which she was to have rendered under a charter-party, the evidence neither affirmatively shows that the shipowners caused the explosion, nor affirmatively shows that the shipowners did not cause it. The charterers' claim for damages for breach of the charter-party was first awarded by the Court of Appeal on the grounds that shipowners have not established affirmatively that the explosion was not due to its fault. However, it was later rejected by the House of Lords on the grounds that the burden of proving fault is on the charterers.
For the purpose of demonstration, let us stick with the first interpretation. The following inference rule connects the doctrine of impossibility with the doctrine of contract breach.
where impossibility(Γ) covers the above conditions (1) and (2), and ¬riskAllocatedT o(CX, ε, Γ) is an assumption covering conditions (3) and (4), with contrary riskAllocatedT o(CX, ε, Γ) which states that party CX is allocated the risk of event ε.
Why ¬riskAllocatedT o(CX, ε, Γ) should be modelled as an assumption? This comes from the distribution of burden of proof among contract parties: the burden of proving impossibility(Γ) h lies with the party CX who asks for rescission, and then the burden passes to the other party to prove riskAllocatedT o(CX, ε, Γ). 
Modularisation
How impossibility(Γ) and riskAllocatedT o(CX, ε, Γ) could be formalised? In condition (1), the fire is unexpected for both parties means that at the time of contract making both of them did not believe that the fire could occur. If Caldwell believed that the fire could occur, he should have bargained for a provision against the risk (e.g. by charging a higher price for buying insurance) thus he does not have the h I.e. it is impossible to carry out the contract due to the occurrence of the unexpected event. i I.e. even if unexpected events made it impossible for party CX to carry out the contract, the risk of such events is allocated to CX and hence CX could not rescind. right to rescind when the risk materializes. In other words, there could not be impossibility due to expected events as parties rationally do not contract to do what is impossible. Note that Caldwell is still not allowed to rescind if the fire is unexpected for him but expected for Taylor. This is because if Taylor could expect the fire, then it may not be impossible for Caldwell to expect the fire as well. So the unexpectedness of the fire for Caldwell constitutes a mistake of Caldwell and in general a mistake by one party does not allow that party to repudiate its signed contract since the opposite would encourage the ignorance of necessary knowledge of the contract domain.
In condition (2), the occurrence of fire destroyed the hall, an essential means without which the promised transaction (i.e. to give the hall) could not be performed. The existence of hall is a basic assumption on which the contract was made because the parties would not enter into the contract if the hall does not exist. Here, the destroyed hall must be specifically referred to by a contractual condition, or at least understood by both parties to be the property that would be used. Thus Caldwell would not have the right to rescind if he has several halls and Taylor contracts to rent "a" hall without saying any specific hall because it is still possible for Caldwell to give a hall that is not destroyed, for the concerts.
In other words, impossibility(Γ) means that two parties must have made their bargain on an assumption that an essential means for contract continues to exist. It follows that the contract is put to an end if this basic assumption no longer holds as a result of changes of circumstances brought about by a supervening event. However, a supervening event that simply turns a contract into a bad bargain for a party does not justify rescission because the main purpose of contract as legal and commercial institution is precisely to allocate the risks of such events: once those risks have been so allocated by the parties, they should, as an application of the principle of freedom of contract, not be re-allocated in a different manner by the courts.
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But how the courts determine risk allocation made by contract parties? Consider again condition (1). The court infers that if a party believed an event is possible, that party actually intended to bear the risk of the event and the omission of an explicit term in the contract expressing this actual intention merely means that contract parties did not trouble to write it down. In condition (3), there is natural justice in saying that parties who caused the event is allocated the risk, because, as a general principle, one cannot take benefit from his own wrong. In condition (4), the court may infer from "the circumstances" implied risk allocation clauses. For the purpose of providing an efficient way to allocate the combined loss, many modern courts and law schools advocate that risk is allocated to a party who is able to foresee it but did not guard against it. 34 The position taken here is that these are clauses the parties would have agreed on had they bargained with the unexpected event brought to their attention, assuming that they are rational persons.
The above analysis suggests that the formalisation of impossibility(Γ) and riskAllocatedT o(CX, ε, Γ) requires extra representation features. To determine that an event was unexpected for a party, the court cannot rely solely on the party's declaration. Instead, the court reconstructs what the party believed when signing contract in light of the surrounding circumstances, then determines whether the party possibly believed that the event is possible. In contrast, to demonstrate that a party could foresee an event, the court reconstructs the expertise or professional knowledge the party should have known at the time of contract making, by for example looking at his education, training, and experience that may not considered known or available to the general public. The court then determines whether this expertise or professional knowledge allows the party to foresee the event. Common knowledge bases need also to be constructed in order to establish objectively the timing of the event causing the dispute, and whether the event destroys some means for performing the contracted transaction, and whether the unavailability of such a means renders the performance of the transaction impossible. In other words, for resolving a contract dispute, distinct knowledge bases specifying the beliefs and professional knowledge of contract parties at the time of contract making (often referred to respectively as BX and KX for party CX ∈ {CO, CE} k ), as well as temporal common knowledge and general common knowledge in the contract domain (often referred to respectively as CK t and CK d ) need to be constructed. The set of knowledge bases forming the context of the case at hand is called its contract context.
In practice, the construction of a contract context is done during legal proceedings by exchanges of arguments between the parties and the judge. The demo system provides a window for entering in the resulted context. The window consists of two areas as illustrated in Fig. 2 : the upper area is for declaring inference rules and the lower area is for declaring assumptions. A blank entry for a new inference rule/assumption is added when the user clicks at the end of each area. While the identifier of each entry is generated automatically, the user can optionally document the entry by a short English text. On the right of each entry there are boxes which can be clicked to allocate the inference rule/assumption into different argumentation modules.
For illustration, the contract context of Taylor v Caldwell case is entered as follows:
• Both parties believed (by common sense) at the time of making contract that:
-the hall exists when the time of concerts comes. Since parties made their contract on this footing, hallExist is an assumption in Taylor's belief base (i.e. BE) as well as Caldwell's belief base (i.e. BO).
j It can be said that the role of contract parties in bringing about impossibility is limited because the courts could construct common knowledge bases to represent the view of fair and reasonable people, who after all represent the anthropomorphic conception of justice in order to achieve just and reasonable outcomes. -it is impossible to rent the hall without its existence. Hence inference rule r 0 : ¬rentHall ← ¬hallExist is also in both BE and BO.
-The idea of fire did not come up at all for both parties while negotiating for the contract. Hence there are no rules or assumptions referring to fire in both BE and BO. Figure 3 shows the context contract window after entering BE and BO. Note that we use not( ) to represent ¬ .
• As a matter of fact, f ire occurred after the signing of contract. Hence the inference rule r 1 : happen(f ire, contract) ← is in the temporal common knowledge (i.e. CK t ), where predicate happen(ǫ, Γ) states that event ǫ happens after the signing of contract Γ. Figure 4 shows the contract context window after entering CK t .
• As a matter of fact, the fire destroyed the hall, the existence of which is a means for carrying out the contract. Hence Figure 6 shows the contract context window after entering KO and KE. To summarise, recognising contract parties cannot exhaustively bargain for any eventuality, in resolving a contract dispute the court not only looks at terms actually agreed in their contract but also import other terms from the contract context, which consists of a number of distinct knowledge bases.
Definition 3.1. Under the doctrine of impossibility, a contract context Γ between contractor CO and contractee CE consists of knowledge bases BO, BE, CK t , CK d , KO, KE where (1) BO, BE contain the evidences and facts about the relevant beliefs of contractor CO and contractee CE respectively at the time of making the contract. (2) CK t describes a body of temporal common knowledge established by the court whose purpose is to establish that the event ε causing the dispute happened after the contract making. (3) CK d describes a body of general common domain knowledge held by people with a rational mind in similar situations whose purpose is to establish objectively:
(a) whether ε destroys or makes some means for performing the transaction τ of Γ unavailable, (b) whether the unavailability of such a means renders the performance of τ impossible.
(4) KO, KE describe respectively the professional knowledge or expertise that contractor CO and contractee CE are expected to know at the time of making the contract.
MoDiSo represents these knowledge bases by modular assumption-based argumentation (MABA) frameworks.
17,18 A MABA framework is structured into distinct assumption-based argumentation modules where exactly one of them is considered as the main module while others are called submodules. A module consists of a set of inference rules and a set of assumptions together with their contraries. A module refers to its submodules by means of module calls using different argumentation- (R, A, ) where A ⊆ L is a set of assumptions; is a (total) mapping from A into L, where x is referred to as the contrary of x; and R is set of inference rules of the form l 0 ← l 1 , . . . , l n (for n ≥ 0) where l i is either a sentence of L or a module call of the form call(l, M, t) where l is a non-assumption sentence in L, M is a submodule of F in which l occurs, and t is a semantics of M according to which l is defined.
For example, the belief bases of parties in Taylor v Caldwell case are represented by modules BO = BE = (R, A, ) with R = {r 0 } and A = {hallExist} where the contrary of hallExist is ¬hallExist; while the temporal common knowledge base is represented by module CK t = (R t , A t , ) with R t = {r 1 } and A t = ∅; and the general common domain knowledge base is represented by module
All modules in the context of Taylor v Caldwell do not have submodules as they do not contain any module calls. In the following we will develop a main module representing the doctrine of impossibility which refer to these modules via various module calls. For now, let us see how this main module could build an argument for impossibility that the fire, an unexpected event occurring after contract making, destroyed the hall, the non-existence of which renders the contracted transaction (i.e. to give the hall) impossible: since neither of BO and BE contains a rule concluding f ire, both parties do not have a reason to believe that f ire can occur and hence f ire must be unexpected for both parties; from r 1 ∈ CK t , the fire happened after the contract making; from r 2 ∈ CK d , the fire destroyed the hall; from r 0 ∈ CK d , the non-existence of hall makes it impossible to give the hall for performance. In general arguments are constructed by applying legal principles and doctrines (representable by inference rules as have been shown) to factors of the case (representable by module calls as will be shown), thus having tree structures as illustrated in Fig. 7 for the above argument. 
Multi argumentation-based semantics
Why do we need module calls with different semantics? One reason is that for different factors to be proved, the court may require different standards of proof. For example, the court may be satisfied an event occurred if it considers that, from a knowledge base representing the temporal evidences of the case, the occurrence of the event was likely (i.e. some rational reasoner accepts the occurrence); or the occurrence of the event was surely (i.e. all rational reasoners accept the occurrence). Often the more serious the allegation, the less likely that it is that the event occurred and hence, the more convincing should be the standards of proof.
MoDiSo can compute consequences of a knowledge base/module according to several argumentation-based semantics but for the purpose of this paper we only present two of them: the skeptical semantics defines consequences that are accepted by all reasoners while the credulous semantics defines consequences that are accepted by only some reasoners. In other words a skeptical consequence represents a consensus among all reasoners while a credulous consequence represent an opinion of a reasoner, which may and may not be shared by other reasoners with the same knowledge base.
Multi-semantics and modularisation can be combined to provide different standards of proof (and as will be shown in the next section, to reason about the risk attitudes of contract parties). To establish that event ε occurred after the signing of contract Γ (denoted by happen(ε, Γ)) by a proof of such a convincing character that all jurors (i.e. reasoners) after careful and impartial consideration of all the temporal evidences in the case, agree so, the main module representing the doctrine of impossibility refers to module CK t by call(happen(ε, Γ), CK t , sk) where sk stands for skeptical. Here call(happen(ε, Γ), CK t , sk) is accepted if and only if happen(ε, Γ) is a skeptical consequence of module CK t . In contrast, to establish that party CX believed that event ε is possible, we need a proof for ε from the belief base BX of party CX, of such a convincing character that a rational person given the same belief base BX would possibly believed in ε. For example, call(ε, BX, cr) where cr stands for credulous is accepted if and only if ε is a credulous consequence of module BX.
Hence, for determining that event ε occurred after the contract making and is unexpected for both parties (represented by sentence unExpected(ε)), the main module contains the following inference rules, where ¬expected(ε) is an assumption that could be rejected by proving expected(ε).
A proof represents an argument. An argument for conclusion (claim) α from a set of assumptions X has a tree structure with α labelling the root and assumptions in X labelling the leaves. Nodes of this tree are connected by the inference rules, with sentences matching the conclusion of an inference rule connected parent nodes to sentences matching the premises of the inference rule as children nodes. The leaves are assumptions or a special sentence "true" representing an accepted module call or an empty set of premises. Figure 8 illustrates an argument formed from the four above inferences rules applied to the context of Taylor v Caldwell case. (3) X is the set of assumptions labelling the leaves.
An argument (x, X) attacks an argument (y, Y ) if x is the contrary of some assumption in Y . For example, if f ire is added to BO as an assumption, then argument (expected(f ire), {}) in Fig. 9 attacks argument (unExpected(f ire), {¬expected(f ire)}) in Fig. 8 . A set of assumptions S attacks an assumption α if there is an argument (y, Y ) with Y ⊆ S and y = α. S attacks another set of assumptions S ′ if S attacks an assumption in S ′ ; S is conflict-free if it does not attack itself. S is admissible if S is conflict-free and S attacks each set of assumptions that attacks S. A maximal (wrt set inclusion) admissible set of assumptions is called a preferred extension.
A proposition π ∈ L is said to be a credulous consequence of F , denoted by F ⊢ cr π if π is supported by (a subset of) some preferred extension of F ; π is said to be a skeptical consequence of F , denoted by F ⊢ sk π if π is supported by (a subset of) each preferred extension of F .
Viewing different preferred extensions as representing different reasoners, skeptical consequences are accepted by all reasoners while credulous consequences are accepted by only some reasoners It could be helpful for dispute parties to view failed proofs representing failed attempts to construct arguments. Figure 10 shows a failed proof in Taylor v Caldwell case, where the node labelled by "f ail" indicates that call(f ire, BO, cr) is not accepted, suggesting that new evidences for f ire in BO could overturn the current legal outcome. Failed proofs are defined by adding the following exceptions to Definition 3.3: in condition 2, if M ⊢ / t l or if there is no inference rule with head l N , then the child of N is labelled by "f ail"; in condition 3, X is a set of sentences labelling the leaves. A failed proof for claim α supported by premises X that fails to turn into an argument due to failed premises F (the set of sentences labelling the parents of leaves "f ail") is denoted by (α, X ∪ F ). Note that a failed proof (α, X ∪ F ) attacks an argument (β, Y ) if α is a contrary of some assumption in Y ; (α, X ∪ F ) is attacked by special arguments f ail(f ) for f ∈ F where f ail(f ) is not attacked by any argument.
Programming the doctrine of impossibility
Now we present a main module representing the doctrine of impossibility. • Impossibility means that the occurrence of an unexpected event ε after the contract making event E violates a basic assumption on which the contract was made.
• The occurrence of event ε violates a basic assumption on which the contract was made means that ε destroyed an essential means m (i.e. CK d ∪ {ε} ⊢ sk ¬m), o without which it is impossible to perform the transaction τ of contract Γ according to the contract specification T (i.e. CK d ∪ T ∪ {¬m} ⊢ sk ¬τ ).
Here, call(¬m, CK d ∪ {ε}, sk) is accepted only if there is an argument for the unavailability of means m from module CK d ∪ {ε}, of such a convincing character that all jurors (as general fact triers) after careful and impartial consideration of this module, accepts the unavailability. A similar reading can be given to the second module call. Note that the inclusion of module CK d in the expression CK d ∪ T ∪ {¬m} is just an application of a general principle that a contract must be read in light of the surrounding circumstances.
For example, Caldwell's argument for impossibility assigns ε = f ire, m = hallExist and τ = rentHall.
The following rules generate arguments for risk allocation.
n Assumptions in this module are represented by negative literals whose contraries are corresponding possible literals. o Note that by F ∪ X, we mean the module obtained from F by adding {x ←| x ∈ X} to its set of inference rules. • The risk can be allocated by contract. If ǫ → CX is a risk allocation term in contract Γ (stating that if event ǫ occurs after the contract making then the risk is allocated to party CX), then there is a rule to that effect:
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• The risk is allocated to parties who caused the unexpected situations.
• The risk is allocated to efficient risk bearers of the event, i.e. parties who could foresee the event (i.e. KX ⊢ cr ε) and do some reasonable action α to prevent it (i.e. KX ∪ {α} ⊢ cr ¬ε) or mitigates its consequence (i.e. KX ∪ {ε, α} ⊢ cr τ ). Note that if the event was not foreseeable by party CX, then CX can hardly be expected to perform any prevention or mitigation actions. However, foreseeability alone does not necessarily prove the allocation of risk of the event to CX since the event may be beyond the capability of CX wrt the value of the contract. In the last two inference rules, call(¬ε, KX ∪ {α}, sk) or call(τ, KX ∪ {ε, α}, sk) would be rather strong conditions as, for example, practically one may take precaution to prevent fire or mitigate its consequences but fire could still happen and burn down one's hall.
• An action α of party CX is said to be reasonable if its cost is reasonable wrt the price π of contract Γ (i.e. muchLess(cost(α), π) where muchLess(p, q) represents a partial order between integers that p is smaller than q by orders of magnitude).
reasonableAction(CX, α) ← action(CX, α), price(π, Γ), muchLess(cost(α), π)
Thus if Taylor v Caldwell happened in our time, then Taylor may successfully argue that the risk of fire should be allocated to Caldwell because fire not only is reasonably foreseeable (i.e. KE ⊢ cr f ire) but also can be prevented by installing sprinkler and alarm system (i.e. KE ∪ {sprinkler} ⊢ cr ¬f ire) at a reasonable cost.
Legal doctrines store
As presented in Section 2, before going to courts contract parties should have determined legal doctrines on which their arguments are based. Thus a collection of legal doctrines that can be loaded dynamically into a contract dispute resolution system p ¬cause(CO, ε), ¬cause(CE, ε) are assumptions since common sense assumes a person does not do bad things unless proven contrary. is helpful for them. Our demo system includes several legal doctrines for performance relief including the above doctrine of impossibility. To load these doctrines, the user just needs to click on the Reasoning menu, as shown in Fig. 11 (top) . Then a window for receiving user queries appears, as shown in Fig. 11 (bottom) . The user could type his own claim in the blank entry at the bottom of this window, or just selects a prepared one. Issuing a claim results in another window showing whether the claim is accepted and a simulated dispute between contract parties, as shown in Fig. 12 and explained shortly below.
Simulated disputes
To explain why a claim is accepted, the Dispute simulator (recall Fig. 2) simulates the exchanges of arguments between contract parties by building and exploring a dialectical structure of the plaintiff's argument for the claim, and defendant's counter-arguments attacking the argument, the plaintiff's arguments attacking all the defendant's arguments, and so on. This is done by the following rules and predicates. Note that call(α, cr, S) determines an admissible set S of assumptions supporting α. (4) The following rules generate an argument B for the defendant to attack an given argument A of the plaintiff.
attack(A, B) ← assumption(A, α), def Arg(α, B).
(5) The following rules generate an argument B supported by a given admissible set S of assumptions for the plaintiff to counter-attack a given argument A of the defendant.
counterAtt(A, S, B) ← assumption(A, β), plaArg(β, S, B).
A dispute can be simulated as follows. The plaintiff starts by putting forwards an initial argument Arg for his claim α by calling initialArg(α, S, Arg), and then the plaintiff and the defendant alternate in attacking each other's previous arguments. By calling attack(A, B), the defendant generates an argument B to attack an argument A previously presented by the plaintiff. By calling counterAtt(A, S, B), the plaintiff generates an argument B to attack an argument A previously presented by the defendant. A simulated dispute can be rendered sequentially as in Fig. 12 (left) . This form offers some space for rendering also claims and premises of arguments in English, but the dispute parties may see it inconvenient to scroll down the dispute. A dispute tree, illustrated in Fig. 12 (right) , addresses this inconvenience. The root of such a tree stands for the initial argument of the dispute while each other node stands for an argument presented by a party during the dispute to attack an argument at its parent node previously presented by the other party. For example in the dispute tree in Fig. 12 (right) , argument Arg 0 is attacked by several arguments including Arg 1 which in turn is attacked by argument Arg 6 .
Combining dispute trees and argument trees offers an interesting way to navigate on simulated disputes. By selecting an argument on a dispute tree and then clicking button "Deduction" (see Fig. 12 ), one could view its argument tree. By selecting a module call on an argument tree and then clicking "View call" button (see Fig. 10 ), one could view a dispute tree for this module call.
MoDiSo for constructing arguments
The doctrine of impossibility plays an important role in regulating commerce. Without it there would be two possible cases: either that any party could withdraw its signed contract arbitrarily, e.g. merely because a supervening change of circumstances had turned the contract, for that party, into a bad bargain; or no parties could withdraw in any circumstances as stipulated by the doctrine of absolute contracts. The first case would clearly make commerce impossible. The second case is not longer considered as good law as it could lead situations opposite to the view that commerce is to increase the wealth of the society, and could lead to riots and social instability in case of large-scale disasters. The doctrine of impossibility, on one hand, by defining an extremely narrow gap for a non-performance of a contractual promise not to be deemed as a contract breach, the doctrine makes it almost impossible or practically impossible for contract parties to break their contractual promises. On the other hand, by discharging contracts in truly impossible situations, the doctrine avoids causing extra distress to contract parties in a situation beyond its capacity to handle, hence supports the above view that commerce is to increase the wealth of a society. For its important role, the doctrine should be included in any dispute resolution system.
An interesting use-case of MoDiSo is to help a dispute party construct arguments. Suppose a modern-day plaintiff MTaylor in a situation similar to Taylor v Caldwell wants to develop a context where the argument in Fig. 10 becomes complete. Further suppose MTaylor knows that other fires occurred before and fortunately the hall was still intact. So MTaylor modifies KO so that f ire, ¬f ire become assumptions. Because now call(f ire, KO, cr) is accepted, the system renders a new argument tree (Fig. 13) . However, the argument is still incomplete and as it is attacked by f ail(prevent(caldwell, f ire)). Here the system suggests that MTaylor gives new evidences to show that Caldwell could prevent the fire. Let MTaylor do so with the following rules inserted into CK d , saying Caldwell could install a sprinkler and alarm system at only £1 to prevent the fire.
• ¬f ire ← sprinkler • action(caldwell, sprinkler) ← • cost(sprinker, 1) ← • muchLess(1, 100) ← Now the system finds for MTaylor and accordingly renders a new dispute tree given in Fig. 14 . If one selects the argument "Caldwell bears the risk of fire" and then clicks "Deduction" button, the system will display the tree of this argument as in Fig. 15 . Note that we use u(F , X) to represent F ∪ X, the module obtained from F by adding {x ←| x ∈ X}.
Other legal doctrines for performance relief
Common law of contracts adopt other legal doctrines for performance relief. If a basic assumption of a contract concerns a continued state of things (e.g. the continued existence of a means for performance) when the time of performance comes, then naturally that assumption can be violated by supervening events that bring about changes of the state. In general a basic assumption of a contract could be violated by events other than supervening ones. Under the doctrine of mutual mistake, a basic assumption of a contract concerns a fact existing at the time of contract making, thus could be violated by a mistaken belief made by both parties about that fact. Party arguing for its right to rescind on the grounds of this doctrine needs to show that the mistake nullifies what parties intended to agree on and has a major impact on the fairness of the contract. Party arguing against rescission needs to show that the risk of this type of mistake is allocated to the other party. For illustration of the doctrine, we recall famous court cases below.
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(Sherwood v Walker, Michigan, 1887) Walker, a cattle breeder, agreed to sell Sherwood, a banker, a cow (Rose 2nd of Aberlone) which both parties believe to be barren. The price was 80 USD. Prior to the delivery, Walker discovered that Rose 2nd is pregnant and refused to deliver her. The market price of a pregnant cow was around 800 USD. Sherwood sued, prevailed in trial court but lost in appeal. The appeal court based its decision on mutual mistake.
(Wood v Boyton, Wisconsin, 1885) Clarissa Wood found a colourful stone. She was told it could possibly be a topaz. She asked Boyton, a jewellery dealer. Boyton was not sure either and offered to buy it for one dollar. Wood declined. But later she needed money and returned to sell it to Boyton for one dollar. Later it turned out to be a rough diamond worth around 700 dollars. Wood brought a court action for the return of the stone citing mutual mistake. The court agreed that there was a mutual mistake but still ruled in favor of Boyton though not quite clear reasons had been given.
Analyzing Wood v Boyton case under the doctrine of mutual mistake, modern courts and scholars agree with the ruling for the reason of conscious ignorance meaning that Wood had known that there was a risk that the stone was not a topaz, i.e. it could be more or less valuable, but she still decided to sell it. Hence she should be allocated the risk of her decision. This principle of conscious ignorance can be captured (roughly) by the following rule:
riskAllocatedT o(wood, diamond, Γ) ← call(topaz, BO, cr), ¬ call(topaz, BO, sk)
where BO = (R, A, ) with A = {topaz, ¬topaz} : topaz = ¬topaz, ¬topaz = topaz and R = {price(1) ← topaz} is Wood's belief base at the contract making which represents that Wood was not sure whether the stone is a topaz or not, but agreed to trade it for the price of one dollar. Note that since Wood was aware that the stone could possibly be a topaz but may be not, it is not possible that A = {}. The idea that the stone could be a diamond does not come up at all at the time of making the deal. Hence no contract party could assume that it could be a diamond. Therefore it is not possible that A = {topaz, ¬topaz, diamond, ¬diamond}. Readers are referred to Ref. 18 for a detailed formalisation of the doctrine.
MoDiSo argumentation engine
MoDiSo needs a modular assumption-based argumentation engine that can compute the credulous semantics as well as the skeptical semantics. CaSAPI, 22 the first assumption-based argumentation engine, can compute the credulous semantics and disagreeing parties, facilitated by technologies, come to an agreement short of litigation while are still able to seek legal redress in actual courts. In this paper we presented a tool called MoDiSo which combines the strengths of state-of-the-art argumentation-based formalisms for different aspects of law, to propose: first, a modular architecture for contract dispute resolution systems with an edit-compiledispute loop facilitating incremental system developments; second a methodology to represent and reason with legal doctrines in the formal language of assumptionbased argumentation. We demonstrate the tool with several legal doctrines for performance relief. As a by-product, we obtain a dispute resolution system capable of explaining legal outcomes by automatically generating relevant arguments. As work in progress, MoDiSo currently just fulfils the first step in what we envisage as a three-step development of an tool/environment to support practical contract dispute resolution. The steps are:
• First, establish a proof of concept, determining whether it is possible at all to formally represent legal doctrines in contract laws. A pragmatic way to argue for a proposed tool is to show that legal doctrines as stated in Restatements First and Second could be formulated and captured successfully within the tool. 18 ; and many hypothetical E-commerce cases motivated by these classical cases.
• Second, establish a proof of feasibility/technology. Analogous to the fact that it is theoretically possible, but not always feasible to apply the language of Turing machines to write algorithms, it is theoretically possible, but not always feasible to apply the formal language of a tool with an established proof of concept in the first step to formulate dispute contexts in practical settings. Here to establish a proof of feasibility for such a tool, we need to show that its formal language can naturally formulate many real court cases. The formal language of MoDiSo can naturally formulate developed cases whose dispute contexts have been summarised. To argue for this point we plan to use MoDiSo to build a database of decided cases. For cases whose dispute contexts are still being developed in legal proceedings by exchanges of arguments between the parties and the judge, MoDiSo cannot be used yet. Dialogue protocols for such exchanges in a huge body of research 7, 13, 26, 27, 36, 38 could be of great help in extending MoDiSo to these cases.
• Third, establish a proof of usability. Practices in Online Alternative Dispute Resolution show that simplicity, adaptability, and interoperability are essential usability features of a dispute resolution system. 21 Simplicity here implies that the dispute resolution process must be easily understood, and that the users are in a position to easily follow the progress of their case. Adaptability requires the system to adjust to the profiles of users and their capabilities to interact with the system or with other parties using the system. Interoperability requires that the system to connect well with other legal systems, for example case databases. We believe that human interfaces using some form of natural language to allow users to formulate their problems, and language translators between this form of natural language and the formal system's language are essential means to develop these usability features.
